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Summary 
 

During reactor operation, fuel material composition changes because of exposure to 
neutron flux, among other things.  These changes affect important quantities, such as the 
multiplication factor and the power distribution.  The material changes are most commonly 
modeled in lattice reactor physics codes with multi-regions where each fuel pin in an assembly is 
modeled as one or more separate regions.  In contrast, for out-of-reactor criticality safety 
analyses, an assembly-average fuel composition is typically used for each fuel pin (i.e., all fuel 
pins have the same assembly-average composition).  This is done because available information 
for spent fuel to be loaded into a cask will be limited to the enrichment, burnup (from reactor 
records) and cooling time.  Hence, detailed operational data will not be available, and the detail 
of an explicit pin-by-pin model would be overkill.  Furthermore, for spent fuel storage, it is only 
necessary to ensure that a cask is loaded at a net reactivity that is less than that for which it was 
designed.  The level of detail necessary to ensure subcriticality is much less than that needed to 
predict criticality.  To evaluate the effect of this modeling approach for pressurized water reactor 
(PWR) fuel, a comparison of multiplication factors calculated by the 2-D lattice transport theory 
code HELIOS-1.6 [1] was performed using average and pin-wise model descriptions. 
 

The PWR assemblies considered in this study are the Westinghouse (WE) 17 × 17 and 
the Combustion Engineering (CE) 14 × 14 fuel assemblies.  The WE 17 × 17 fuel assembly was 
also modeled with 24 burnable poison rods (WABA) and Ag-In-Cd control rods (CRs), with the 
absorber rods being present throughout the entire depletion period.  A detailed description of the 
absorber and fuel design specifications can be found in Refs. 2–3.  The calculations were 
performed for an infinite radial array of fuel assemblies and utilize all of the actinide and fission 
product nuclides included in the 45-group neutron cross-section library, based on ENDF/B-VI 
data that is distributed with the HELIOS-1.6 code package.  The infinite neutron-multiplication 
factor, kinf, was calculated as a function of burnup for out-of-reactor conditions (i.e., unborated 
moderator at 20°C) and zero cooling time.  The depletion calculations were performed using a 
fuel temperature of 1000 K, moderator temperature of 600 K, a constant soluble boron 
concentration of 650 ppm, and a specific power of 60 MW/MTU.   
 

When utilizing the assembly-average fuel pin modeling assumption versus the pin-wise 
modeling assumption, the fissile material in the lower-burned pins gets shifted to the higher-
burned pins.  Thus, for assembly lattices considered, fissile material is transferred from periphery 
fuel pins to fuel pins adjacent to guide tubes.  Pins closer to guide tubes experience higher than 
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average pin burnup due to higher moderation.  The difference in the neutron multiplication factor 
(∆k values) between these two modeling assumptions is shown in Figure 1 for the various 
Westinghouse 17 × 17 models.  The results correspond to a fuel enrichment of 4 wt % 235U.  
Note that the ∆k values are lower when an absorber (e.g., WABAs and CRs) is inserted into the 
fuel assembly as opposed to when the fuel assembly is un-poisoned.  The presence of WABAs or 
CRs makes the actual pin isotopic compositions more uniform, due to localized spectral 
hardening, and therefore the differences between the pin-wise isotopic model and average-
isotopic model are less.  A fuel assembly that does not contain any absorber material has varying 
fuel isotopic concentrations in each fuel pin, especially between inner and outer fuel pins and 
fuel pins near guide tubes, and consequently an assembly-average fuel composition imposed on 
each fuel pin is not as accurate as a pin-wise fuel composition.  In each case, the use of 
assembly-average composition yielded higher kinf values. 

 
Fig. 1.  Comparison of ∆k values versus burnup for Westinghouse 17 × 17 fuel 

assemblies.  The 235U enrichment is 4 wt % for all cases. 
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The ∆k values between the two modeling assumptions for the CE 14 × 14 model at 3, 4, 
and 5 wt %  235U initial fuel enrichments are shown in Figure 2.  It can be seen that the ∆k values 
are increasing with increasing fuel enrichment.  These differences are attributed to the shift of 
fissile material from the lower burned pin regions to the higher burned pin regions. As there is 
more variation in the isotopic concentrations in each fuel pin for the 5 wt %  235U enrichment 
case than the 3 wt %  235U enrichment case (due to higher fissile content in the fuel material for 
the 5 wt %  235U enrichment case), the differences generally increase with initial enrichment. 
 

 
Fig. 2.  Comparison of ∆k values versus burnup for a CE 14 × 14 fuel assembly with 

varied fuel enrichment.  
 
 

In addition to the calculations described above, analyses were done utilizing an infinite 
radial array of assemblies in a poisoned storage cell, which was based on the generic 32 PWR-
assembly burnup credit (GBC-32) cask, in order to study its impact on the two modeling 
assumptions.  A physical description of the cask is provided in Ref. [4].  The results showed that 
the ∆k values increased slightly in comparison to the infinite radial array calculations for un-
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poisoned fuel assemblies.  This was expected since the assembly-average isotopic modeling 
assumption effectively moves fissile material inward away from the assembly periphery, which 
is near the storage cell poison panels, toward the assembly center. 
 

It can be concluded that the magnitude of the effect of composition modeling on PWR 
fuel, using pin-wise and assembly-average modeling descriptions, has a relatively small impact 
on the multiplication factor.  In all cases considered, the assembly-average composition 
modeling resulted in larger kinf values (conservative).  It was also noticed that the ∆k values 
between the two modeling assumptions were found to be increasing with increasing fuel 
enrichment.  Further, when absorber rods were present, the ∆k values were reduced. 
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